
When you market hazardous chemicals and mixtures, you must inform users about the 
dangers and risks involved through safety data sheets (SDS) and classification labels. 
This obligation is defined by REACH and the CLP Regulation. And depending on the 
product and the regulation in force, you must also provide additional instructions for 
operation and use or data sheets. 

It’s crucial that all documents always remain up to date. As the distributor, you are 
responsible for the creation and updating of such materials. We would be happy to 
perform that work for you and provide the documents to you and your suppliers, and 
also governmental agencies, and poison control centers, in a database. 

Safety Data Sheets and Labeling and Classification 

We Bring Transparency into  
the Supply Chain



PRODUCT SAFETY AT ALL LEVELS 
We Provide the Required Documents

To distribute your products globally, you must observe and comply with the requirements 
of chemicals laws in each country. The crux of the problem is that every country has its 
own requirements, and the laws are always in flux. The good news is that we are familiar 
with chemicals laws around the world, we can supply all the required documents for 
you, and thereby securely ensure access to the market for your products.  

It is difficult to obtain an overview of the complexity of international chemicals law. 
However, as a distributor, you are still obligated to keep SDSs up to date and provide 
them to your customers at no charge. The labels of industrial, commercial, and consumer 
products must also transparently provide information on the products’ properties – 
especially about potential hazards and risks. 

We not only create SDS in more than 50 languages but also make suggestions for the 
legally specific part of mono or multilingual labels. If desired, we can inspect your labels 
and label designs along with those of your partners and suppliers. Because the amount 
of data required for SDS is constantly increasing, we handle all data management for 
your suppliers’ SDS within the scope of our comfort package „KFT Control & Care“.

OUR SERVICES PORTFOLIO IN DETAIL

Safety Data Sheets (SDS)
 Maintenance and update of SDS

 Creation of SDS according to REACH Article 31 in German or English as the basic 
version and in all EU languages 

 Creation of country-specific SDS worldwide according to GHS in more than  
50 languages 

 Search for missing data

 Study management and monitoring with a partner lab when new data is to be  
gathered 

 Consulting on classifications or special contents

Supplier SDS Management – Comfort Package: Control & Care
 Request current SDS from your suppliers

 Inspect supplier’s SDS for plausibility and complete it in consultation with your suppliers

 Enter supplier’s SDS in our document management system, and assure ongoing 
access to the database

Classifications
 Creation of templates for label contents

 Creation of suggestions for mono- or multilingual labels

 Check the legal compliance of your labels and label designs and those of your suppliers

SDS – Information requirements in the supply chain

OUR SERVICE COMMITMENT

We Help You
 Create, update, and maintain your SDS when you need to find missing chemical data 

 Provision legally compliant SDS along the supply chain in in our document  
management system

 Create and inspect product labels 

 Assure legally compliant trading of your chemical products around the world 

Your Advantages
 Concentration on core business

 Assurance of global marketability for your products

 Avoidance of fines resulting from non-compliant SDS

 Competitive advantages through maximum transparency for your customers  
and consumers 

How we support you:

	We create and update SDS in more than  
50 languages.

	We search for missing data and, when new study 
data is to be gathered, we manage the project 
with test labs. 

 We ask your suppliers for the current SDS and 
inspect them for plausibility and completeness.

 We provide all SDS in our document 
management system ready for you to call up.
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Downstream user  
(Formulator)
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Distributor

Manufacturer
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Please call us
+49 (0) 6155 8981 400

KFT Chemieservice GmbH
Im Leuschnerpark 3
D-64347 Griesheim

E-Mail: sales@kft.de
www.kft.de


